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There are five physical and two documentation steps, which must take place in the shipping process for every 

single shipment moving from shipper to consignee in international trade. As each step has costs associated, it 

is important to agree between the parties who are responsible for which part, before the shipment takes place. 

 

 

 

Export Haulage  

The transfer of the goods from the shipper’s premises to the NVOCCs origin warehouse is called export 
haulage. It is typically by means of truck or a combination of truck and train (rail), and typically takes from a few 
hours to weeks, depending on distance and geography. 

The responsibility for the arranging and paying of the export haulage depends on the agreement between the 
shipper and the consignee. If the agreement is that the consignee has responsibility for the shipment right from 
the shipper's premises, it is the consignee’s responsibility to arrange export haulage. If the agreement is that 
the consignee takes responsibility anytime later in the shipping process, the arrangement for export haulage is 
the responsibility of the shipper.  
 
For Incoterms EXW (ex works) and FCA factory (free carrier), export haulage is the responsibility of the 
consignee. Click here to learn more about Incoterms 
 
 

Export Customs Clearance  

Export customs clearance is required by authorities in the country of origin for registration of cargo leaving the 
country. The export customs clearance is performed by a licensed freight forwarder, and requires submission 
of a declaration (EEI) detailing the cargo and supporting documents.  
It should be agreed between shipper and consignee who is responsible for arranging customs clearance. For 
export customs clearance, it would normally be the shipper who would either use the forwarder selected for the 
international transportation.  
 
 
 

Origin Handling  

Origin handling comprises a number of activities performed by the NVOCC.  It starts with cargo receiving at 
origin CFS where the cargo is unloaded from the truck it arrives on and put in a staging area where it is 
counted and inspected. The cargo is validated against the booking details and the cargo dock receipt is issued 
to the shipper documenting that the cargo has been received for shipping. 

http://www.econocaribe.net/link/128
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The cargo will then be placed in a stack in the origin warehouse for consolidation with other shipments 
intended to load into one container for the same destination port. 
 
A few days before vessel departure, the shipments are stuffed into a shipping line’s container, and the 
container trucked to the port.  At the port, the container is stacked together with other containers intended to 
load on the same ship, and finally loaded when the ship is ready in the port. 
It is always the NVOCC contracted for the international shipping that is responsible for performing the origin 
handling. The payment for the origin handling, however, can either be by the shipper or the consignee 
depending on what has been agreed between them. 
If the cargo is sold on EXW (ex works) or FCA (free carrier), payment for the origin handling would normally be 
the responsibility of the consignee. If the cargo is sold FOB (free on board), CNF/CIF (cost and freight) and 
DDU (delivered duty unpaid), its origin handling is normally for the shippers account. If the origin handling is 
not charged together with the ocean freight, it is typically charged at the time of cargo receipt and must be 
settled prior to loading of the cargo at the origin port. 
 
 

Ocean Freight  

An ocean steam shipping line performs the ocean freight under a contract of carriage with the NVOCC. The 
container could be shipped on multiple vessels with transshipments in different ports, just like when a 
passenger is using public transportation, changing from one bus to another. The bill of lading issued by the 
carrier states the vessel and voyage the cargo is intended to load on. That would refer to the first leg and is not 
necessarily the vessel carrying the cargo all the way to its destination port. 

The shipping line charges the ocean freight and relevant surcharges directly to the NVOCC. The NVOCC then 
breaks up the cost and charge freight and surcharges in relevant proportions to customers with cargo in the 
container.  
 
 

Import Customs Clearance   

Authorities in the destination country require import customs clearance for all cargo moving into the country. It 

is a declaration of type of goods and value which is used for registration and assessing any duty payments. 
The import customs clearance is the transactional process of preparing and submitting to declaration together 
any all the required documents. It is not the same as customs duty, which is the duty imposed on the goods 
imported normally paid directly by the consignee to the relevant authorities. 

The import customs clearance process can usually start before the cargo arrives at the destination, and needs 
to be completed before the cargo enters the country. Cargo is considered as entering the country when it 
crosses the border and leaves a customs bonded area. 
The party performing the import customs clearance would need to receive all the required documents to initiate 
the process. Unless the cargo is sold on DDP (delivered duty paid), it is the responsibility of the consignee to 
arrange and pay for the import customs clearance.  
 
 

Destination Handling  

Destination handling comprises a number of activities, starting with receiving documents from the NVOCC’s 
office or agent at origin, checking the documents and submitting the original carrier bill of lading to the shipping 
line.  Then the container is collected at the port and brought to the destination warehouse where it is un-stuffed 
and the cargo is inspected and sorted either for onwards transportation or collection by the consignee. 
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 It is always the NVOCC or the agent of the NVOCC who is responsible for carrying out the destination 
handling. The party which the shipping container is consigned to is the only one who can collect the container 
from the port. 
Either the shipper or the consignee pays destination handling. If the commercial terms are DDU or DDP 
(delivered duty unpaid / paid), it is the responsibility of the shipper to pay all costs associated with bringing the 
cargo to the consignee’s premises, including destination handling. For other Incoterms, such as EXW, FCA, 
FOB or CNF/CIF (ex works, free carrier, free on board, cost and freight / cost insurance freight), the destination 
handling would be for the account of the consignee.  If the destination handling is paid by the same party who 
buys the ocean freight, it can either be charged together at the same time, or it can be charged any time before 
the cargo is being dispatched from the destination warehouse. 
 
 

Import Haulage  

The transfer of the cargo from the import warehouse to the consignee address and the cargo’s final destination 
is referred to as import haulage.  It would usually be by truck or a combination of truck and train, and can take 
from a few hours to many days, depending on the distance and the geography. 
Import haulage can either be performed by a local transportation company. Alternatively, the consignee might 
decide to collect the cargo themselves directly at the destination warehouse and save the cost of import 
haulage.  
The import haulage might be via multiple hubs, where the carrier is optimizing the truckloads to make as 
efficient a distribution as possible. Some NVOCC’s offer tracking of all these movements, but at the end of the 
day, what matters is the agreement on when the cargo will be delivered rather than the routing. 
 
Unless the Incoterms are DDU/DDP (delivered duty unpaid/paid), the import haulage would normally be on the 
account of the consignee. At times it can be a benefit to use the NVOCCs agent for import haulage too, in 
which case the shipment would simply be a door delivery and the NVOCC would be responsible for the entire 
transportation to the door of the consignee. Note in this case customs duties will still need to be settled 
separately for the NVOCC to complete the import haulage. 
 

 

 

 

 

Click here to browse definitions of other shipping terms click here 

Click here to read on International Trade Documents  

Click here for a list of Acronyms and Abbreviations 

 

 

  

http://www.econocaribe.net/link/88
http://www.econocaribe.net/link/113
http://www.econocaribe.net/link/68

